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NSW Labor and the Greens should be condemned for theirs vote against a
Parliamentary motion calling on the Prime Minister to abandon her deal with
Tasmanian Independent Andrew Wilkie ‘which will harm the New South Wales clubs’,
Minister for Tourism and Hospitality, George Souris said.
The motion also asked the Opposition leader to declare whether he supported the
mandatory or voluntary pre-commitment scheme.
“It is shameful and contemptible that 19 Labor MP’s and the lone Green MP voted
against this motion which simply asked Members to show solidarity with the club
movement, its members, employees and the communities they support, Mr Souris
said”.
“The Member for Liverpool’s attempt to introduce an amendment claiming this was a
Federal issue that should not be debated in the NSW Parliament demonstrates
breath-taking ignorance which must surely outrage the thousands of club members in
his electorate and those many community organisations which benefit from those
clubs.
“The same goes for the other 18 Labor MP’s and the Balmain Green who cynically
voted against supporting NSW clubs.
“The position of the NSW Opposition is not supported by their Labor colleagues from
other states.
“At the recent COAG meeting in Canberra, all States and Territories, including the
three Labor States, voted against the Gillard/Wilkie scheme and for voluntary precommitment”.
Mr Souris said the NSW Opposition Leader, John Robertson and his colleagues,
should now be held to account for their attitude in abandoning State rights and the
interests of their constituents.
Mr Souris pointed out that there were about 1400 clubs in NSW with a combined
membership of almost six million and employing 45,000.
“It is estimated that the Gillard/Wilkie scheme would cost at least 16,000 jobs and
about $3 billion in technology installation costs and loss of revenue.
“All club members and the many beneficiaries of clubs’ community support in these
Labor electorates should contact their local members and let them know just what they
think of their decision not to show the same support that their interstate colleagues
have shown.

“I can assure the public that the Liberal/National Government will never abandon the
interests of NSW clubs and will do everything in our power to overturn this illconceived and dangerous Gillard/Wilkie scheme”.
Below is a list of those who opposed supporting the NSW Club Movement and some
vital statistics:

